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Foreword

A

lthough the CIA and DOD relationship expanded significantly following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the author contends its foundation was set
10 years earlier in the aftermath of Desert Storm and in the Cold War. During
the 1990s, Congressional policy pronouncements and organizational changes
within both institutions increased the opportunity for communication and
liaison partnerships between the CIA and DOD. Conflict, war, and terrorist
threats provided a common focus for development and integration, but it
was the existence of a structure coupled with policy direction developed in
the 1990s that set the conditions for the rapid maturing of that partnership
post-9/11. Over time, the relationship morphed from intelligence support to
the warfighter into a more comprehensive, mutually supporting partnership
in pursuit of America’s most important operational and strategic objectives.
There is little doubt the relationship would have matured during operations
following 9/11, but the growing pains experienced over time would have been
much greater absent the organizational and policy changes of the early ’90s.
To understand the historical and contemporary context of the CIA/DOD
relationship, Major David Oakley draws on secondary sources of academic
journals, historical and current affairs accounts, and various media reports
supplemented by primary sources. But it is the primary sources of personal
interviews with two former Chairmen of the United States Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, interviews with previous and current DOD and CIA
leadership, government documents, and written first-person accounts that
add a new dimension and uniqueness to the paper. Major Oakley takes those
policymakers and executors back in time to reflect on those legislative actions
and how they affected the development of today’s capabilities.
The CIA/DOD partnership appears to be closer than ever before, but there
are certain issues and conditions that could, for better or worse, affect how
the partnership evolves in the future. Understanding how the CIA/DOD
relationship has evolved since Desert Storm will provide an appreciation for
the future trajectory this partnership might take.
Kenneth H. Poole, Ed.D.
Director, JSOU Strategic Studies Department
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Introduction

S

ince 11 September 2001, the United States Department of Defense (DOD)
and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) have worked closely in
Iraq, Afghanistan, and during counterterrorism operations. Various media
accounts, personal memoirs, and current affairs literature discuss the integration of these organizations. Several operations highlight both the significance of the relationship and the degree to which each organization depends
on the other. While various accounts cover the contemporary integration of
the two organizations, their operational exploits, and areas of institutional
friction, there is a lack of literature that looks at how and why the CIA/DOD
relationship has evolved. An appreciation of the current relationship and
the possible future course this relationship might take is dependent on an
understanding of how this relationship evolved over time.
To appreciate the contemporary relationship between the CIA and DOD,
one must begin well before 11 September 2001. Although the CIA and DOD
relationship expanded significantly following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, its
foundation was set 10 years earlier in the aftermath of Desert Storm and in
the Cold War’s twilight glow. During this period, Congressional policy pronouncements and organizational changes within both institutions increased
the communication and liaison partnerships between the CIA and DOD,
establishing the foundation for greater interoperability since 1992. The
changes made in response to Desert Storm and the end of the Cold War
established conditions that enabled the blossoming of the relationship since
2001. Although conflict, war, and terrorist threats provided a common focus
for partnership development and integration, existence of a structure coupled
with previous policy direction resulted in organizational familiarity and
partnership prior to operations. Over time, this relationship morphed from
an intelligence analysis support for the warfighter into a more comprehensive
partnership that has come to involve the mutual and reinforcing pursuit
of America’s most important operational and strategic objectives. There is
little doubt the relationship would have matured during operations, but the
growing pains experienced over time would have been much greater absent
the organizational and policy changes of the early 1990s.

1
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The purpose of this monograph is to understand the evolution of the CIA/
DOD relationship since Desert Storm and determine its current standing.
To understand the historical and contemporary context of the CIA/DOD
relationship, the author draws on primary and secondary sources. Primary
sources include interviews with two former Chairmen of the United States
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, interviews with previous and current DOD and CIA leadership, government documents, and written firstperson accounts. The secondary sources include academic journal articles,
historical and current affairs accounts, and various media reports.
Although the author highlights specific events in the 1980s that helped
shape the subsequent CIA/DOD relationship, the paper focuses on the two
decades following Desert Storm. The author breaks the 21 years into two
periods: post-Desert Storm/Cold War (1991-2001) and post-9/11 (2001-2012).
The first period looks at how the perceived failures of the intelligence community to support the warfighter during Desert Storm, coupled with the
security and fiscal realities of the post-Cold War world, led to Congressional investigations, Executive branch committees, and policy changes that
affected both organizations. It then considers how the investigations and
committee proposals resulted in institutional changes that increased the level
of interaction between the CIA and DOD. While the first period considers
the strategic environment that encouraged organizational change, the second
period focuses on the strategic and operational environments that tested and
institutionalized these changes. This period begins in the aftermath of 9/11
and looks at the policy, organizational, operational, and individual choices
that shaped the relationship. Informed by history, the paper then transitions
from an understanding of the past into a focus on the present. This section
looks at the current state of the CIA/DOD relationship, considering the conditions and attributes that should continue to shape the partnership and the
friction that could stymie or even derail efforts to increase the partnership.

2
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1. Literature Review and Methodology

D

espite significant amounts of literature on both the CIA and DOD, to
include primary and secondary accounts of organizational interaction
during military operations, there is a dearth of literature on the evolution of
their relationship and its implications for future partnership efforts. The existing academic literature usually focuses on the operational implications of the
CIA/DOD relationship or offers recommendations on how the relationship
should evolve. In a 2002 article titled Tug of War: The CIA’s Uneasy Relationship with the Military, Dr. Richard Russell, a former CIA analyst and current
National Defense University professor, argues that overwhelming the CIA
with support to the warfighter requirements could have severe consequences
for CIA support to policymakers.1 Dr. Russell covers the CIA/DOD history
to include Desert Storm and the establishment of CIA’s Office of Military
Affairs (OMA) and poses some valid concerns regarding analytical support.
A valuable account of the relationship, particularly from an analytical support
standpoint, the School of Advanced International Studies published the paper
in 2002, therefore it does not capture the evolution of the relationship since.
Another informative paper that captures some of the issues involved with
the CIA/DOD relationship is Colonel Kathryn Stone’s “All Necessary MeansEmploying CIA Operatives in a Warfighting Role Along-side Special Operations Forces.”2 Colonel Stone’s paper tackles the Title 10 vs. Title 50 debate
and explores the confusing topic of legal authorities. Jennifer Kibbe’s 2007
paper, “Covert Action and the Pentagon,” and Frederick Hitz’s 2012 paper,
“U.S. Intelligence in the Wake of September 11: The Rise of the Spy Commando
and Reorganized Operational Capabilities,” update this discussion and add to
the body of academic literature for this very important topic.3 In addition to
the issue-focused literature, papers by James Lose, Garret Jones, and Daniel
Moore consider the value of CIA/DOD interaction and/or provide recommendations on how they can improve the relationship.4 Although all these papers
provide valuable information on the CIA/DOD relationship, there is not a
comprehensive account that covers the evolution of the relationship from the
early 1990s until today. Understanding how the CIA/DOD relationship has
evolved and appreciating the environment that shaped it is important to any
projection of how the relationship might develop in the future.5
3
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2. Shaping the Future

O

rganizational attitudes and environmental conditions are contingent
on events and decisions made years earlier; making other decisions or
choices would result in a much different environment. Although it is nearly
impossible to account for all the individual choices made by the CIA and
DOD in the years preceding Desert Storm, there are four significant policy
and organizational decisions made in the 1980s and 1990s that set conditions
for a closer relationship between the two organizations. The four decisions
were the 1986 passage of the Goldwater-Nichols Act, the 1986 establishment
of the United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM), the 1986
establishment of the CIA’s Counterterrorism Center (CTC), and the 1992
establishment of the Defense Intelligence Agency’s Defense Human Intelligence (HUMINT) Service. The intent of these decisions, or actions, was not
to strengthen the CIA/DOD relationship, but the decisions unintentionally
created conditions that positively affected the future partnership.
The interoperability failures during Operation Desert One and Operation Urgent Fury highlighted the inability of the United States military to
conduct joint operations. In response to these failures, Congress looked for
ways to increase inter-service understanding and cooperation to enable successful joint operations. The passage of the Goldwater-Nichols Act did not
completely eradicate parochial mind-sets, but it did help weaken the service
centric attitudes. The eroding of service stovepipes accustomed the services
to embrace non-parochialism beyond their cloistered environments, a small
yet significant step in shaping how they developed relationships with nonmilitary government agencies.6
As part of defense reorganization in the wake of Goldwater-Nichols, Congress, supported by former and current defense officials, looked for ways to
both strengthen and raise the “clout” of Special Operations Forces (SOF). In
pursuit of these goals, congress passed legislation establishing USSOCOM
as a functional combatant command responsible for SOF within all the services.7 Like other measures undertaken to increase service jointness, the
failures of Operation Desert One and Operation Urgent Fury convinced
policymakers of the need to create a joint SOF command structure. The
tragic 1983 Marine Corps Barracks bombing in Lebanon raised the specter
5
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of low-intensity conflicts and identified the need for a joint structure to
command unconventional forces likely to fight in these environments.8 The
centralization of SOF capabilities under a single command increased efficiency of resource management and improved interoperability.9 Although
not an articulated justification for USSOCOM’s establishment, establishing a
joint SOF command also enabled future collaboration with CIA paramilitary
elements following 9/11. USSOCOM now meant CIA had a direct plug-in to
all DOD SOF elements, making collaboration less complex.
In the aftermath of terrorist attacks, such as the 1983 Marine Corps barracks bombing and the 1984 kidnapping and murder of the CIA’s Beirut
Chief of Station, the CIA increased its focus on terrorism.10 The CIA established the CTC in response to the Reagan Administration’s desire to have a
single entity within the U.S. Government focused on the international terrorist threat.11 Although it is doubtful that the Reagan administration could
have predicted the future importance of United States’ counterterrorism
efforts, the creation of CTC provided another venue for future CIA/DOD
collaboration—a venue that would become valuable during joint CIA/DOD
counterterrorism operations after 9/11.
The fourth organizational change that shaped the future CIA/DOD
relationship was the centralization of DOD HUMINT under the Defense
HUMINT Services in 1992.12 This gave the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency “centralized management” of all DOD HUMINT activities,
ensuring more collaborative efforts and standardized practices. Although
the establishment of DHS did not necessarily increase CIA/DOD HUMINT
collaboration, centralization of DOD HUMINT activities was a necessary
first step in shaping future CIA/DOD partnership efforts.13
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3. Responding to the Gulf War Critique

I

n June 1991, General Norman Schwarzkopf criticized the intelligence
community’s performance during Operation Desert Storm.14 His criticism highlighted a breakdown in the integration of strategic intelligence and
military forces that resulted in poor communication and a lack of common
understanding of the operational environment. Schwarzkopf’s testimony
before the Senate Armed Services Committee not only unveiled a crack in
the perceived sterling edifice of the battlefield victory, but also illustrated the
need for structural and policy changes within the intelligence community.
The Gulf War controversy centered on two issues: battle damage assessments and national intelligence support to the combatant commanders.15
Regarding battle damage assessments, the military believed they destroyed
a higher percentage of Iraqi combat power during initial bombing operations than the CIA assessed. The analytical disagreement, based on different
calculation criteria and means for assessing damage, resulted in policymaker
confusion.16 The second criticism, intelligence support to the combatant commander, focused on the quantity and quality of the intelligence provided to
the commander. The report identified the absence of a unified intelligence
effort to provide the combatant commander the highest quality intelligence
without being contradicting.17
General Schwarzkopf first identified a need for greater national intelligence support during the planning phase of Desert Storm. Dissatisfied with
conflicting analysis and repetitive reporting, the DOD resurrected the Joint
Intelligence Center (JIC) concept to integrate the capabilities of the national
intelligence organizations in support of the warfighter. Although helpful
in bringing together the different organizations in support of the combatant commander, the loose and largely informal nature of the organization
limited its effectiveness. The JIC’s ad hoc nature also meant the intelligence
organizations had to pull resources from other intelligence operations to
support the effort. Postmortem congressional reports criticized the CIA
specifically for not providing adequate support to the JIC. The House Armed
Services Subcommittee report referred to the CIA’s “handoff approach” as
one of the reasons the combatant commander did not have an adequate and
unified intelligence picture.18 In response, the CIA stated they supported the
7
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JIC concept, but their limited resources stretched their capacity for supporting the organization with an analyst. Instead, they provided a liaison officer
who was able to facilitate communication between General Schwarzkopf’s
staff and the CIA.19
Appreciating the potential value integrated intelligence provided combatant commanders, the House Armed Services Committee identified the
importance of building a unity of effort in support of the combatant commander during wartime. Since understanding the capabilities, needs, and
requirements of the partner organization could not happen overnight, construction of the DOD/intelligence community relationship would need to
begin in peacetime. In 1991, realizing the benefit of ongoing national intelligence support to the combatant commander, then-Secretary of Defense
Richard Cheney ordered all combatant commanders to establish permanent JICs.20 The intelligence community also identified the requirement to
create a deployable surge capability in support of military operations. To
meet this need, members of the intelligence community came together to
establish National Intelligence Support Teams (NIST).21 Similar to the JICs,
the NIST sought to provide intelligence support to commanders, but unlike
the JICs, were non-permanent structures that came together to support a
joint task force during operations.22
DOD and the intelligence commu- The intelligence community also
nity thought the establishment of identified the requirement to create
permanent JICs and on-call NISTs a deployable surge capability in
would result in better support to support of military operations.
wartime commanders. In later years,
the CIA developed its own deployable support asset to military operations
to ensure better integration and responsiveness. These teams, known as
Crisis Operation Liaison Teams, provide commanders direct access to CIA
products and personnel.23
Accepting the Desert Storm critiques and realizing the burgeoning fluid
post-Cold War environment, the CIA also looked for ways to facilitate
and manage their integration with military warfighters. In 1992, the CIA
established the Office of Military Affairs “to enhance information flow and
increase cooperation” with the DOD.24 OMA’s creation symbolized an evolving mindset within the CIA. The CIA traditionally focused resources and
attention on providing policymakers intelligence to enable decision-making.
Although the CIA and DOD had signed previous agreements regarding the
8
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CIA/military relationship during wartime and the CIA provided support
whenever possible, its “support to military operations” was always a second
tier mission to the higher priority “support to the policymaker.”25 The establishment of an organization focused on improving support to the “military
customer” demonstrated the evolutionary changes occurring within the CIA.
In some ways, Congress’ reaction to the intelligence community’s performance during Desert Storm was in response to changing global conditions.
The critiques provided an initial peek into the how the changing national
security environment and fiscal concerns would affect the organizations
responsible for waging the Cold War. The waning of the five-decade-long
Cold War brought about a new found sense of security. Although America’s defense expenditures would not go back to pre-World War II levels,
the changing conditions within the international environment presented
an opportunity to focus more on domestic economic concerns and less on
external security considerations. In hindsight, the critique of the intelligence
community signaled an evolving Congressional definition of the role certain
national security organizations have in a post-Cold War environment. This
definition was developed in a political environment where defense cuts and
fiscal responsibility were shaping the debate.

9
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4. End of the Cold War and the “Peace
Dividend”

T

he timing of Schwarzkopf’s criticisms was as important, if not more so,
than the words he uttered. Less than a year after coalition victory in
Iraq, the Soviet Union disintegrated and the Cold War ended. The collapse
of the Soviet Union resulted in identity loss for the United States who had
seen the world through bipolar lenses for 50 years. Although victory in the
Cold War brought a degree of pride and satisfaction to the national security
professionals who waged it, they also realized it resulted in a less understood
world. Despite this newfound confusion, organizations such as the CIA
would no longer enjoy Cold War-level funding to develop this understanding. After more than 50 years of containment, arms races, and proxy wars,
the United States was looking for a “peace dividend.” A significant portion
of this peace dividend involved an increasingly austere national security
budget and the call for a more streamlined and integrated national security
apparatus.
Sensing the final collapse of the Soviet Union and realizing its significance
on the “changing international landscape,” President George H.W. Bush
ordered the executive agencies to identify what those changes meant for the
United States national security apparatus.26 Domestic fiscal concerns regarding an ongoing recession threatening America’s economic health partially
drove President Bush’s review. After the fall of the Berlin Wall, President
Bush had called for national security spending cuts amounting to approximately 25 percent. The President and other national leaders believed the
United States’ global standing was not only contingent on a strong defense,
but also on its economic health. The reunification of Germany and the
Soviet Union’s steady emergence as the new “sick man of Europe,” provided
the United States an opportunity to leverage the “peace dividend,” and put
America’s fiscal house in order.27
In the 1990s, Congress, also driven by the ongoing recession and
informed by the recent collapse of the Soviet Union and the lessons of Desert
Storm, initiated reviews of the intelligence community to determine how it
should transform to be effective in the post-Cold War era.28 Although the
commissions acknowledged the importance of intelligence to understand
11
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a post-Soviet world, they also highlighted the need to reduce intelligence
expenditures. These reviews looked at ways to cut redundancy and streamline the intelligence community to make intelligence organizations more
responsive and integrated, but at a cheaper cost to the American taxpayer.
Although these reviews focused on the broad structure of the intelligence
community, there is little doubt the criticisms of intelligence integration
during the Gulf War informed them. Whatever spurred their actions, it is
apparent they sought to remedy the relationship between military operations
and national intelligence for both practical and fiscal reasons.
The desire to leverage the post-Cold War environment to strengthen the
sickly American economy did not end with the George H.W. Bush presidency.
Running on the memorable quip, “it’s the economy stupid,” Bill Clinton
entered the White House with an
electoral mandate to strengthen the ...it is apparent they sought to
economy. Part of the Clinton admin- remedy the relationship between
istration’s strategy to revitalize the military operations and national
economy was a determined focus intelligence for both practical and
to make the U.S. Government more fiscal reasons.
effective and efficient. Sharing the
Bush administration’s belief that a new unipolar world presented an opportunity to cut national security significantly, the Clinton administration continued the trend of reduced defense spending initiated by their predecessor.
Part of this reduction meant looking for opportunities to leverage existing
capabilities to cover requirements, and the intelligence needs of post-Desert
Storm warfighters was one of those identified requirements.
In 1995, then-Vice President Al Gore’s committee seeking efficient and
effective governance identified intelligence support to the warfighter as a
continued failing that needed remedied.29 Responding to the reverberating
argument for increased support to the warfighter, President Clinton ranked
intelligence support to military operations as the number one priority for
the intelligence community and established the Commission on the Roles
and Capabilities of the United States Intelligence Community, known colloquially as the Aspin-Brown Commission.30 Informed by previous post-Cold
War intelligence reform attempts and motivated by operational lessons, the
committee identified a continued lack of support to operational commanders.31 Understanding the increasing importance of operational support to the
warfighter, the CIA moved the Associate Deputy Director of Operations for
12
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Military Affairs out of the Directorate of Operations and created the Associate Director of Central Intelligence for Military Support (ADCI/MS).32 This
meant a flag officer responsible for ensuring CIA/DOD partnership would
report directly to the Director of Central Intelligence and not through the
Deputy Director for Operations.33 After 9/11, the CIA consolidated the ADCI/
MS and OMA into the office of the Associate Director of Military Affairs
(ADMA).34
The end of the Cold War created an opportunity to reshape the intelligence community’s focus and the dire economic conditions at the time
made the opportunity a political imperative. The lessons of Desert Storm
provided policymakers with an event that highlighted the need for national
security structural changes and mission refocusing in the post-Cold War era.
Responsive to the changing environment, the CIA made structural changes
to their organization and their leadership embraced the importance of supporting the warfighter.35
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5. Collaboration in the Jungle: Somalia
and the Balkans

D

uring his February 1993 Senate confirmation hearing, then-Director
of Central Intelligence nominee James Woolsey quipped, “Our two
surrounding oceans don’t isolate us anymore. Yes, we have slain a large
dragon, but we live now in a jungle filled with a bewildering variety of poisonous snakes. And in many ways, the dragon was easier to keep track of.”36
The CIA and military were no longer chasing the Soviets or preparing to
meet them on the plains of Europe; they were now trying to understand
a confusing world while undergoing significant institutional downsizing
and turmoil. Compounding this confusion were the cuts in both personnel
and budgets introduced during the George H.W. Bush administration and
incorporated during President Clinton’s tenure.37 Despite declining budgets
from 1990-1996 and mainly “flat budgets” from 1996-2000, the intelligence
community had to satiate an increasing intelligence appetite of a multiplying
policymaker consumer trying to come to terms with a post-Soviet environment and America’s role in this world.38 Although many pundits and experts
thought the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe signaled irrepressible
progress towards a liberal democratic world, the splintering of existing orders
highlighted a tumultuous and unpredictable environment.
In response to this splintering, the United States conducted various
peacekeeping and humanitarian operations in the Balkans and Africa.
Whereas the Desert Storm critiques centered on analytical support to the
combatant commander, the new missions required more operational integration between CIA and DOD operational elements. While the dialogue
engaged and the structures emplaced following Desert Storm helped enable
the relationship, successful integration in these operations other than war
depended largely on the personalities of the individual officers representing
both organizations.
In 1993, the United Nations (UN) decided to transition the mission in
Somalia from a peacekeeping operation to a nation building operation.39
To build Somalia institutions, advisors within the Clinton administration
believed it was necessary to remove impediments to development such as
clan leader Mohammed Aideed. Tasked with apprehending General Aideed
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was a special operations element led by Major General William Garrison.40
In order to increase intelligence capabilities in support of military operations, senior CIA official Garrett Jones quickly integrated his operations
with Major General Garrison. The tragedy of Somalia is well known, but
the collaboration between the CIA and the military is less known. Despite a
lack of HUMINT sources, Jones and his officers integrated their operations
as best they could with Garrison’s command. According to a Senate Armed
Services Committee after-action review, the military and intelligence community “effectively integrated” and while some military officers were not
satisfied with the available HUMINT intelligence, the senior leadership was
satisfied with the performance of the intelligence community.41
During the same period that Somalia was spiraling out of control, Yugoslavia was fracturing into ethnic pieces. In December 1995, the UN authorized the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) to conduct military
operations to ensure enforcement of the Bosnian Peace Agreement.42 Even
more so than Somalia, Operation Joint Endeavor validated the institutional
actions taken following Desert Storm.43 The integration of military operations with national intelligence at the tactical, operational, and strategic
levels was even more remarkable when one considers this occurred within
multinational operations.44 Understanding that support to the warfighter in mul- ...the CIA and DOD were
tinational operations involved providing operating together in peaceintelligence support to allies, the Director keeping and nation-building
of Central Intelligence had a task force operations that brought the
develop procedures that would ensure U.S. two organizations closer.

and allied warfighters received the necessary intelligence, while protecting CIA sources and methods.45 The interaction between the CIA and special operations also increased in the Balkans
with SOF ground teams working closely with CIA officers.46
While debates over the future of the intelligence community were occurring in committee rooms on Capitol Hill, the CIA and DOD were operating together in peacekeeping and nation-building operations that brought
the two organizations closer. Although policymaker pronouncements
highlighted the need for integrated CIA/DOD operations and structural
changes displayed CIA/DOD willingness to adapt, operations were required
to solidify the relationship. During the 1990s, peacekeeping and humanitarian operations provided a small-scale venue for CIA/DOD relationship
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building.47 The decade looming on the horizon would bring two large-scale
operations and a shared mission focus that was absent since the end of the
Cold War. This experience would further solidify the relationship.
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6. Identifying the Snake: 9/11, Afghanistan, Iraq and a Burgeoning Partnership

T

en years had passed between General Schwarzkopf ’s congressional
testimony criticizing intelligence support to the warfighter and the 9/11
attacks. During the intervening years, structures were built to institutionalize the relationship, and the effectiveness of the structures was tested during
humanitarian operations. The military and CIA became more familiar with
each other during the mid to late 1990s, but the lack of a significant unifying
threat to the United States kept CIA and DOD collaboration at low levels.
But out of tragedy often grows common purpose; the terrorist attacks on
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon gave the United States’ national
security apparatus a new focus and helped establish a common purpose for
the CIA and DOD. Organizational changes made in the aftermath of Desert
Storm supported the pursuit of this common purpose. These changes set
the foundation for increased interactions, providing structure in which to
engage each other.
The policy pronouncements and organizational changes made in the early
1990s conditioned the environment for greater CIA/DOD interoperability. Major General David Baratto,
former ADMA, commented that he The 9/11 tragedy significantly altered
saw a vast difference in the CIA/ the CIA/DOD partnership by giving
DOD relationship from his time them a common purpose.
as the commanding general of the
U.S. Army Special Warfare Center and School from 1988-1992 compared
to his time as the ADMA from 1994-1995.48 Although the new policies and
structures increased partnership, the absence of a significant common mission focus meant the operational environment did not necessitate an immediate transformation of the partnership. The 9/11 tragedy significantly altered
the CIA/DOD partnership by giving them a common purpose. The wars in
Afghanistan, Iraq, and global counterterrorism operations served as a forcing mechanism to bring the two organizations closer together and increase
their mutual familiarity. The partnership was also encouraged by Post-9/11
Congressional investigations that highlighted the importance of interagency
collaboration in the war on terror. Leading the effort to expand the CIA/
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DOD partnership were leaders within both organizations who understood
the importance of breaking down organizational barriers in pursuit of
national interests. Without these non-parochial public servants, the policy
and structural changes would not have been as effective.
The CIA/SOF partnership took off shortly after 9/11 when combined
cross-functional teams supported the Northern Alliance’s efforts to overthrow the Taliban.49 Although these composite teams did not always agree
and friction did occur, the CIA/DOD partnership strengthened out of a
need to leverage the other’s capabilities.50 The melding together of the DOD’s
military capabilities with the CIA’s intelligence and paramilitary capabilities
provided a good template for counterterrorism operations that were increasing in importance for both organizations. Since 1986, the CIA’s CTC served
as the leading intelligence organization focused on international terrorism.51
Although USSOCOM was created partially in response to terrorist attacks
in the 1980s, its primary focus was on small intensity conflicts.52 In July
2002, then-Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld identified USSOCOM
as the lead in the global fight against terrorism and gave them authority to
coordinate and wage the DOD’s counterterrorism fight across the different
geographic combatant commands territories. In addition to USSOCOM,
Central Command (CENTCOM) and Northern Command also identified
counterterrorism as a primary mission.53 The elevation of USSOCOM as
the DOD counterterrorism lead helped ensure the further formalization of
a relationship that had already grown out of necessity.
During the run-up to the Iraq War, the CIA/SOF partnership continued
to grow. In the summer of 2002, CIA teams operating in Kurdistan and
adjacent countries began introducing SOF soldiers to Iraqis who could help
them convince Iraqi soldiers to surrender prior to conflict initiation.54 These
CIA teams assisted with the preparation of the battlefield and military planning by developing relationships that would enable future operations and
by providing intelligence to CENTCOM in support of planning efforts.55 At
CENTCOM, the designated CIA lead in Iraq worked with General Tommy
Franks and his staff during the preparation for war.56 In Iraq, the integration
of DOD/CIA operations manifested both formally and informally. Formally,
CIA officers were feeding real-time information to the “warfighter” and
their locations were coordinated with military elements to protect against
accidental fratricide.57 Informally, military and CIA personnel on the ground
were reaching out to each other and developing partnerships.
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In 2003, Colonel David Perkins was a Third Infantry Division brigade
commander leading the “Thunder Run” into Baghdad. Now a lieutenant
general commanding the U.S. Army’s Combined Arms Center at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, Lieutenant General Perkins recalled during an October
2012 interview how a CIA officer arrived at his Tactical Operations Center
on the eve prior to the assault into Baghdad. The CIA officer, who turned
out to be the future Baghdad Chief of Station, asked if he could accompany
Colonel Perkins into Baghdad. Then-Colonel Perkins not only agreed, but
also upon arrival to Baghdad the CIA and Colonel Perkins began to cooperate and support each other’s operations. Although unplanned, this fortuitous
encounter set a positive tone for future CIA/DOD interactions.
Beyond presenting a common operational focus, 9/11 also led to significant changes to America’s national security structure. Organizationally, the
9/11 Commission Report highlighted the lack of a counterterrorism “unity
of effort” throughout the government and made recommendations to ensure
closer collaboration.58 Although it is contestable whether or not all the measures enacted following the passage of the 2004 Intelligence Reform Terrorism Prevention Act streamlined the country’s counterterrorism efforts,
the passage of the legislation coupled with greater focus on “interagency
efforts” and increased funding helped break down barriers between the different organizations.59 The legislation also mandated further operational
“coordination and deconfliction” measures between DOD and CIA entities and agreement on the strategic objectives being pursued when they are
conducting joint operations.60 Although much of the Congressional reaction
to 9/11 seems visceral, it is hard to deny that some goodness, such as closer
collaboration, has resulted from their efforts.
Complementing both the operational necessity and the structure were the
leaders who embraced a non-parochial approach. These leaders ensured that
mission success trumped organizational interests. Encouraging the forging
of a stronger CIA/DOD relationship in battle was the support of leadership
back in the United States. Organizational leaders such as George Tenet and
General John Abizaid set the tone of teamwork for professionals planning
and executing operations.61 The non-parochial attitude that originated at the
top echelons of the CIA and DOD helped nourish a collaborative environment at the operational level. The support of these leaders allowed for the
creation of grass-root joint organizations that increased collaboration and
leveraged individual organizational strengths for the collective good. This
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is not to say that friction did not occur at the operational level; it is merely
stating that without the support of organizational leaders, operational collaboration would have been more difficult and sporadic.62
The wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, and counterterrorism operations worldwide provided a common mission focus for CIA and DOD, resulting in
increased collaboration since 9/11. Policy and organizational changes made in
the 1980s and 1990s enabled the evolving partnership. The policy pronouncements highlighted the importance of the relationship to policymakers and
weakened institutional stovepipes. The organizational changes created structural conditions for collaboration, to occur. Operational necessity provided a
purpose for collaboration and the process of collaboration both strengthened
the existing structures and spurred new partnership endeavors that further
reinforces the partnership.
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7. The Relationship Today: Stronger than
Ever

T

he evolution of the CIA/DOD relationship over the last 20 years is
both encouraging and astounding. Although there might be nuanced
disagreement over why the relationship has improved, there seems to be
universal agreement among the current senior leaders that the relationship
has never been better. Mr. Garry Reid, the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Special Operation’s and Low-Intensity Conflict and a former special
operations soldier with over 28 years of service, stated, “overall the relationship has never been stronger across the board.”63 Another retired Army
officer who is now a Senior Intelligence Service officer in the CIA’s National
Clandestine Service compared his experience as a military liaison in the late
1980s and early 1990s to today. When he first arrived at the CIA, there were
only a handful of liaison officers located at CIA headquarters in Langley,
Virginia.64 Today, there are hundreds of uniformed personnel (active, guard,
and reserve) serving in the building and nearly half of those individuals are
active duty service members.65 In addition, the CIA has representation at
dozens of military commands and professional military schools.66 Despite
the relationship being closer than it was in previous years, it appears that it
grows closer every year. About five years ago, the two organizations established the Defense Sensitive Support System to enable cross-organizational
support. The CIA uses this system to leverage logistics support, support
which has increased every year for the past five years, with an increase of 33
percent over that period.67
Historians within the CIA’s Center for the Study of Intelligence stated
that interviews with CIA personnel highlight significant improvement in
CIA’s relationship with other government organizations since 9/11. These
improved partnerships have resulted in less parochialism and increased
mission success. Most important, the officers recognize the value of these
partnerships and are now more receptive to engaging their interagency colleagues instead of operating alone. Even during periods when the structure has not completely evolved to enhance partnerships, officers find new
and innovative ways to work around the constraints.68 While these officers
still understand and appreciate the differences in their two organizations’
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missions and culture, they now view each other as indispensable members
of the larger U.S. national security profession.
Although ADMA is the formal plug-in for the military into the CIA and
its contributions in developing the relationship are valuable, there is ongoing interaction between the CIA and DOD at multiple levels. CIA’s Special
Activities deals directly with the theater special operations commands and
CIA’s CTC deals directly with USSOCOM. In addition, CIA’s geographic
division chiefs interact with SOF personnel in their region and coordination
occurs between SOF and other CIA Centers such as the Counternarcotics Center.69 The numerous interactions between the CIA and DOD build
redundancy in the relationship, which protects against organizational stove
piping and enables unity of effort.
While many of these relationships develop out of necessity during operations, both organizations are making efforts during training to cultivate
the partnership. Beyond serving as
...ADMA has also started bringing
a gateway into the CIA, ADMA has
every newly minted Special Forces instituted various programs focused
detachment (18A) captain to CIA
on increasing DOD/CIA partnerheadquarters to brief them on the
ship, by cultivating non-parochial
CIA’s mission and introduce them
leaders who are familiar with both
to CIA personnel.
organizations and aware of the value
each brings. For example, ADMA
hosts numerous military professionals during visits to CIA headquarters
to build a greater familiarization of the CIA’s mission.70 These visits draw a
diverse number of military professionals at all levels to include general officers, brigade commanders, staff officers, embassy based service members,
military intelligence officers and noncommissioned officers.71 Recognizing
the increased interaction between SOF and the CIA, ADMA has also started
bringing every newly minted Special Forces detachment (18A) captain to
CIA headquarters to brief them on the CIA’s mission and introduce them
to CIA personnel.72 ADMA also works to educate the CIA workforce on
the military mission and culture, providing pre-deployment briefs to CIA
officers and serving as an accessible resource to learn about the military or
obtain contact information for military units.
Cross-pollination is also strengthening the relationship. A recent training
class at the CIA’s renowned “farm” had over 25 percent military students,
and even more telling, a significant portion of the instructors serving at the
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“Farm” are from military services.73 Beyond the networking opportunities
joint training creates, the bond forged through shared training experience
foundationally shapes the mindset of younger officers and results in organizational integration becoming a way of life and not merely a mandate. A
senior CIA officer previously responsible for overseeing training throughout
the organization stated in an interview that the “showcasing” of the military
during training, the presence of military colleagues, and the operational
experience in war zones are all contributing to a more “enlightened” institution and CIA officer when it comes to working with the military.74
A recurring theme during interviews with senior leaders from both the
CIA and the DOD is the importance of personalities of leaders in both organizations encouraging a close partnership. The constant interaction over the
last decade created leaders who are familiar with the other organization’s
capabilities. Particularly noteworthy has been the multi-organizational experience of senior leaders who not only understand the other organization’s
mission, but its culture as well. This “cross-cultural” knowledge is invaluable
and enables a leader to identify how each organization compliments the
other instead of focusing on what the other organization fails to provide. The
senior CIA leader, who served as a military liaison officer to the CIA in the
late 1980s and early 1990s, commented that he was “intrigued” by the lack of
a relationship when he first arrived as a liaison officer. He thought the two
organizations would have a greater “affinity” for each other because of the
shared birthright.75 It appears the relationship is now closer, partially owing
to leaders whose organizational understanding cross the divide.
The CIA and DOD currently enjoy a strong relationship based on operational necessity; this relationship is enabled by organizational structure and
pursued by non-parochial leaders who understand the value of the relationship for America’s national security interests. Although the CIA/DOD
relationship is probably the best it has ever been, its continued strength is
contingent upon future decisions in response to changing operational environments, fiscal concerns, and outstanding issues.
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8. Current Issues Between the CIA and
DOD

A

lthough the CIA/DOD relationship has grown over the last two decades
and the evolution of the relationship has been mostly positive, there
remain significant legal authority and organizational mission issues. While
some of these issues spur debate between the CIA and DOD, it is often policymakers who voice dissent over what they see as the narrowing of separate
identities, and the threat this poses to both legal and non-legal oversight
concerns. The legal issues are concerned with what authorities each organization has to conduct certain operations and the nuanced nature of the
statutes that govern the authorities. There are legitimate oversight concerns
that both organizations might be drifting away from their core purposes
and leaving gaps in national security coverage as a result. There are also
parochial Congressional concerns over which committees have oversight
responsibilities. While ensuring that each committee provides appropriate
oversight is important, it is not always apparent if the decisions are the result
of legitimate oversight concerns or due to internal congressional power plays.

Title 10 vs. Title 50: Understanding Who Can Do What and
When
One of the most contentious, confusing, yet often discussed issues with the
CIA/DOD relationship is the Title 10 vs. Title 50 debate. Title 10 and Title
50 deal with authorities given each organization by the United States Code
(USC). The USC is the “codification by subject matter of the general and
permanent laws of the United States.”76 The USC consists of 51 titles, of which
26 are statutory law or positive law and 25 are prima facie law.77 The USC
can be thought of as an efficient way to organize legal statutes into broad
themes to alleviate the need to dig through individual statutes and numerous
amendments.78 Title 10 USC covers the Armed Forces of the United States,
while Title 50 focuses on war and national security. The Title 10 vs. Title
50 debate can be very confusing, especially for the non-legal professional
trying to navigate the murky waters of USC. This section will not delve into
the recesses of this deep water, but will merely try to highlight some of the
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surface issues such as USC title applicability and interaction with executive
orders, that are often confusing.
Confusion often arises in the use of the terms Title 10 and Title 50 to
describe the nature of forces or the activities being conducted. Although Title
10 deals solely with the Armed Forces, Title 50 also provides the Secretary of
Defense certain authorities regarding the use of DOD intelligence organizations. In addition, labeling activities or operations as either Title 10 or Title
50 is somewhat inaccurate because it focuses solely on the activity, excluding
where the various organizations derive their authority. For example, military
forces in the Osama bin Laden raid were operating under Title 10 authorities,
while their CIA counterparts were operating under Title 50 authorities.79
Since the operation was considered a covert action, Title 50 covered the
“Presidential approval and reporting of covert activities” requirements that
pertain to such operations.80 This meant that during the bin Laden raid, the
CIA, an organization that derives its authority from Title 50, was in charge
of an operation supported by military forces that derive their authority from
Title 10.81 Both these organizations were executing a covert action that is
authorized and governed by Title 50.82
Adding to that confusion was then-CIA Director Leon Panetta’s assertion
during an interview with Jim Lehrer that:
Since this was what’s called a “Title 50” operation, which is a covert
operation, and it comes directly from the president of the United
States who made the decision to conduct this operation in a covert
way, that direction goes to me. And then, I am, you know, the person
who then commands the mission. But having said that, I have to
tell you that the real commander was Admiral McRaven because he
was on site, and he was actually in charge of the military operation
that went in and got bin Laden.83

Panetta’s loose language describing himself in “command” of the operation gave the false impression that he was part of the military chain of command. Although his role in the operation might fit the colloquial definition
of command, command in military parlance has very specific legal meaning
based in authorities and responsibilities.84 In a recent article on covert action
and the chain of command, Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Berger makes a sound
case, that for legal reasons, raids like Abottabad might be better executed as
traditional military activities.85 While it might seem like a nuanced debate
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over language, Berger highlights the importance of distinguishing between
covert action vs. traditional military activity and command vs. control. The
absence of a clear military chain of command and ambiguity in whether or
not an operation is covert places service members in a legal conundrum,
possibly resulting in the loss of immunity as legally recognized combatants.86
Confusion also arises over what seems to be contradicting direction
between Title 50 and executive guidance. Title 50 states:
National Intelligence Program means all programs, projects, and
activities of the Intelligence Community, as well as any other programs of the Intelligence Community designated jointly by the
Director and the head of a United States department or agency or
by the President. Such term does not include programs, projects,
or activities of the military departments to acquire intelligence
solely for the planning and conduct of tactical military operations
by United States Armed Forces.87

Although this section does not preclude a CIA/DOD partnership where
operations overlap, its language seems to limit this relationship to areas
where common interests arise in pursuit of their individual missions. The
two organizations might work together and even develop command relationship agreements outlining where they can leverage each organization’s
resources for mutual benefit, but their missions are distinct and not subservient to the other. Confusion arises because this seems counter to Presidential
Decision Directive 35 (PDD-35) where President Clinton made “intelligence
support to military operations” the “highest priority” for the intelligence
community. Title 50 places the responsibility for acquiring intelligence that
“solely” supports military operations on the military departments; PDD-35
says this is the primary mission of the entire intelligence community.88
The confusion over how legal authorities enable or restrict CIA/DOD
interoperability will continue to be
an important, confusing, and often Berger highlights the importance of
insolvable problem. Although distinguishing between covert action
there are professionals who under- vs. traditional military activity and
stand the nuances of USC and its command vs. control.
effect on CIA/DOD operations,
this knowledge is not always resident with the individuals executing the
operations. These individuals depend on legal interpretations given them
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by their respective institutions and subsequently base their actions on these
interpretations. This can be problematic if each institution interprets USC
differently in regard to specific operations. Although this is a possibility,
the CIA and DOD have worked around these issues in the past, and while
they might cause friction, they provide a better understanding of roles and
responsibilities.

Oversight Responsibility and Organizational Roles: How Congressional Interests and Policymaker Intelligence Needs Affect
the Relationship
Closely linked to the legal issues are the Congressional oversight issues
that surface as the distinction between military and intelligence operations
become more confusing. The House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI) and the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI) are
responsible for oversight of intelligence activities, while the House and Senate
Armed Services Committees are responsible for oversight of military operations. During a recent interview, former SSCI chair, now President of the University of Oklahoma, David Boren voiced concern that some military activities
constitute intelligence activities and should be briefed to the intelligence committees to ensure proper oversight of the intelligence community.89 HPSCI
also raised this concern in the 2010 Intelligence Authorization Act, positing
that the military often hide intelligence activities under the guise of operational preparation of the environment to avoid oversight by the intelligence
community.90 HPSCI members further argued that the potential damage of
these activities were as great as other clandestine intelligence activities under
HPSCI’s purview and HPSCI should be briefed on these operational preparation of the environment activities.91 The recent halt to the planned Defense
Clandestine Services (DCS) shows that the concern with defense clandestine
activities is not limited to the HPSCI and SSCI.
Realizing the increasing need for HUMINT, the DOD looked to develop
their clandestine capabilities through the establishment of the DCS. Interestingly, the DCS garnered support from both the DOD and the CIA’s National
Clandestine Service. The DOD looked at the DCS as increasing their ability
to collect much needed intelligence on global issues, while the National Clandestine Service embraced the idea of more DOD HUMINT collectors available
to collect on military commander requirements.92 The DCS also served as an
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opportunity to further break down the parochial castles by introducing a
greater number of DOD case officers who were “farm” trained, thus furthering the interaction between the DOD and CIA. The new DOD case officers
would work closely with CIA stations abroad, thus ensuring deconfliction of
clandestine collection activities.93
Although the CIA and DOD support the establishment of the DCS and
well-informed Congressional representatives such as Senator Pat Roberts, a
former SSCI chair, sees Pentagon intelligence activities as “complementary”
to CIA activities, there are some Congressmen who are not as receptive
to the proposed organization.94 Capitol Hill critiques include the seemingly contradictory notions that the DCS is just providing the CIA more
case officers under another name and the assertion that the DOD does not
deserve an increased HUMINT capability because of their past poor performance.95 Whatever the true concerns are regarding the DCS, the 2013
Defense Authorization Bill slowed the development of DCS, at least temporarily, citing the past career management issues with DOD clandestine
operatives. Although there might be some legitimate concern based on previous DOD HUMINT management, one has to wonder if it might also have
something to do with a Congressional oversight “rice-bowl” fight between
the defense and intelligence committees. Despite post-9/11 Congressional
complaints over intelligence community parochialism, the Senate stymied
a grass-roots interagency collaboration effort that looked to increase operational capability while tearing down organizational stovepipes. Whatever the
reasoning, it will be difficult to take future Congressional complaints over
organizational parochialism seriously when they appear to be encouraging
continued segregation.
The stifling of DCS only increases resource concerns regarding the CIA’s
ability to execute its primary mission of intelligence support to policymakers,
while also supporting the warfighter.
Numerous intelligence experts warn that a CIA too focused on military
operations will eventually affect CIA’s ability to understand the broader
world outside the war zones. Although John McLaughlin identifies intelligence support for force protection as a top priority, he also warns that
support to the warfighter necessarily takes resources away from other global
missions.96 Mr. McLaughlin was not alone in this sentiment, nor was it only
held by former CIA officials. Mr. Boren articulated concern with the CIA
mission becoming subordinated to military operations, stating, “I think
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there is great danger if the CIA becomes primarily an agency dedicated to
the support of military operations it will neglect its primary role of providing objective intelligence to the policymakers”.97 Mr. Boren said the CIA’s
“military support roles in Iraq and Afghanistan now have resulted in reduced
intelligence collection and analysis in parts of the world which are more vital
to America’s long term interests.”98 Mr. Boren also worries that a greater
“emphasis on a military support role runs the risk of compromising the
objectivity in intelligence analysis.”99 Dr. Richard Russell voiced similar concerns, stating that CIA analytical support to certain programs are intensive
and drain analytical resources from other areas. He also argued that military intelligence understandably focuses on supporting the commander’s
objectives, but CIA analysis needed to remain separate to ensure “unbiased
analysis” for the policymakers.100
Mr. Boren and Dr. Russell’s comments regarding objectivity highlights
the friction between achieving analytical consensus and common understanding to support military commanders, while avoiding the perils of
analytical group think; a tension that is all too often not considered in the
aftermath of “intelligence failures.” The 1992 “Final Report Contradictory analysis might make it
to Congress on the Conduct difficult to decide courses of action, but
of the Persian Gulf War” crit- there is goodness in analytical friction...
icized the “duplicative and
contradictory” intelligence provided military commanders during Desert
Storm.101 Twelve years later, another report on the failure of the intelligence
community in Iraq cited “group think” as an issue in the analysis of Iraq’s
weapons of mass destruction programs.102 These two reports seem to be at
odds with each other with the first report striving for greater analytical
consensus to enable decision making and the second report embracing analytical friction to protect against groupthink. Although both policymakers
and commanders appreciate agreement on intelligence analysis to support
decision-making, the pursuit of consensus raises the prospect of groupthink
within the intelligence community. Contradictory analysis might make it
difficult to decide courses of action, but there is goodness in analytical friction for better understanding the possibilities present within any operational
environment.
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Covert Action vs. Delayed Attribution: What is the Difference
and Why are the Differences Important?
The increasing closeness of the CIA/DOD partnership, coupled with operational necessity in the counterterrorism fight and the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, have raised considerable legal issues for the CIA/DOD partnership. Exacerbating this debate is confusion over the nature of certain
operations, further confounded by the global expansion of the theatre of war
through technology and the difficulties in waging war against an ill-defined
non-state actor not tied to specific geography.
One of the most contentious issues among practitioners and policymakers
is defining if an activity is a covert action. The use of covert action by the U.S.
Government has been a somewhat controversial topic since the early 1970s.
In response to the CIA’s alleged involvement in the overthrow of Chilean
President Salvadore Allende, Congress passed the Hughes-Ryan Amendment. This amendment limited the Executive Branches ability to conduct
covert action by requiring a presidential finding for all covert actions.103
Subsequent covert action controversies in South America and the Middle
East led to additional executive orders and legislation, further limiting its
use without proper notification and oversight.
The current Title 50 definition of “covert action” exempts “traditional
military activities or routine support to such activities.”104 These activities
are not considered covert and therefore do not require a presidential finding. Although understandable in print, distinguishing between traditional
military activities and covert actions is more problematic in practice. In
1991, Congress clarified the definition of “traditional military activities”
stating that they,
include activities by military personnel under the direction and
control of a United States military commander (whether or not
the U.S. sponsorship of such activities is apparent or later to be
acknowledged) preceding and related to hostilities which are either
anticipated to involve U.S. military forces, or where such hostilities
involving United States military forces are ongoing, and, where
the fact of the U.S. role in the overall operation is apparent or to be
acknowledged publicly.105
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Congress also clarified that “traditional military activities” would not
include the “clandestine” recruitment of individuals in third-party countries
who have access to the targeted country or the recruitment of target country
citizens to “take certain actions” when military operations are initiated.106
It also stated that the “clandestine efforts” to influence foreign population
to support war efforts is not a “traditional military activity.”107 Since 2001,
these expanded definitions of what constitutes covert action have become
problematic.
The 1991 covert action definition was premised on a traditional nationstate military conflict within a limited and defined theatre of war. Since
2001, the United States has been waging “war” against a global non-state
actor. Therefore, the military can posit that their “operational preparation of
the environment” in the numerous countries where the identified terrorist
organizations reside constitutes traditional military activities. The counterterrorism fight is not the only operational reality challenging the current
covert action definition. As the use and threat of cyber conflict increases,
determining if the hidden-hand activities of America’s cyber legions constitute traditional military actions, intelligence activities or covert action will
increase in importance.108 While not singularly aligned with the cyber debate,
the concept of covert action vs. delayed attribution will increase in significance along with cyber discussions. The legal definition of covert action does
not specify time horizons, but merely states that the “role of the United States
Government will not be apparent or acknowledged publicly.”109 Arguably, if
the United States military plans to acknowledge an activity publicly in the
undefined future, by definition it is not a covert action. In regards to cyber,
if the United States military covertly conducts a cyber-attack, but plans to
acknowledge at some future date, it is not apparent if this constitutes a covert
action. In a recent interview, former SSCI chair Senator Pat Roberts stated
that one of the specific tests of whether or not an activity is covert is if the
activity will be acknowledged if it is revealed publicly. According to Senator
Roberts, an activity is not covert if there is a willingness to acknowledge if
revealed publicly.110 While this definition of covert action appears to meet the
letter of the law, it is debatable whether it completely meets the post-Church
spirit of the law.
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Paramilitary Capability: Strength Through Diversity or
Unnecessary Redundancy
In the past, the desire for streamlining has also raised the call to consolidate
military actions under DOD. The 9/11 Commission Report recommended
removing the CIA’s paramilitary capability and placing it under USSOCOM
to centralize the capability for operations and training.111 According to Senator Pat Roberts, the 9/11 Commission made this recommendation because
they believed “the CIA did not invest sufficiently in a robust paramilitary
capability prior to 9/11, but instead relied on foreign proxies.” Senator Roberts
further stated that the CIA had developed their paramilitary capabilities and
“made progress” in their coordination efforts with DOD, during the period
between the commission’s investigation and the report’s release. Senator
Roberts stated that he “was comfortable” with the changes made and believed
the new “procedures worked well to prevent conflict and duplication,” which
was Congress’ main concern.112
Beyond the CIA and DOD increased coordination satisfying Congressional concerns, some practical issues might arise if all paramilitary capabilities
were placed underneath the DOD. One of the issues cited by the Congressional Research Service (CRS) is the various legal issues involving DOD SOF
conducting covert paramilitary operations.113 According to CRS, DOD SOF
conducting deniable covert action operations might lose their combatant
status under the Geneva Convention. There is also the issue of military forces
possibly violating international law and the effect this violation would have
on them and other military forces globally.114 Mr. Garry Reid provided the
most compelling reason when he said shifting paramilitary covert action to
the DOD might run counter to the American public’s image of the military
as the “doer of good things.” Mr. Reid accurately pointed out that “blackbag dirty stuff does not fit” the image America has of the military and that
the CIA is doing a “perfectly fine job” conducting civil affairs.115 Although
often forgotten, the narrative of American institutions is very important in
ensuring continued support from the American populace. Although the
narrative of the American military always being forces of good in the world
is a simplistic and contestable notion, it is important to remember that in a
democracy, the military requires the support of its population.116
In 2005, then-President George W. Bush ordered the CIA and DOD
to provide recommendations on whether or not the 9/11 Commission’s
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recommendation regarding paramilitary operations should be shifted to
the DOD.117 In response, both the CIA and DOD recommended that the
CIA retain their paramilitary capabilities. Since receiving the CIA and DOD
responses, Congress has shown little interest in revisiting this topic.118 For
now, it appears that the consolidation of America’s paramilitary capabilities
under one military command is neither wanted nor needed.

Environmental and Policy Effects on the Partnership
The future choices made by the CIA and DOD regarding their partnership
will be shaped by its leaders, national security requirements, policymaker
preferences, and fiscal considerations. Over the last 10 years, there have
been leaders within the CIA and DOD who appreciate the partnership and
understand the importance
...both the CIA and DOD recommended of collaboration to achieve
that the CIA retain their paramilitary
America’s national security
capabilities.
objectives. Although these
leaders have made strides
towards institutionalizing the partnership, parochial bureaucrats replacing
the current collaborative leaders could halt or degrade progress. Even if the
current crop of leaders remain in place, their collaborative efforts could be
affected by changing national security requirements. The Global War on
Terrorism and subsequent Afghanistan and Iraq wars provided real world
purpose to drive interagency integration, the absence of these operations
could limit the necessity of integration.
Strategic refocusing might also result in a changing partnership between
the United States military and the CIA. For Example, over the last decade,
the CIA has largely served in a “supporting” role to the military’s “supported” status.119 In support of the war effort, the CIA staffed the two largest
stations since the Vietnam War era Saigon Station.120 The end of the Iraq
War and the planned drawdown in Afghanistan could result in significant
role reversals between the two organizations. At the very least, the interaction between the two organizations will evolve from a predominantly
war-focused, military-driven relationship into a non-war zone partnership.
This dynamic change marks an important period in the CIA/DOD relationship, one that will determine if the comprehensive partnership of the last 10
years is permanent or fleeting.
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The continued health of the relationship will also be affected by policymakers’ actions and America’s fiscal health. The recent Senate decision
against the establishment of the DCS is an example of how Congressional
action might significantly affect the trajectory of the partnership. In this
regard, the future health of the CIA/DOD partnership does not merely rest
on the shoulders of these two organizations, but on Congressional choices as
well. It is important that Congressional representatives remember their institution’s previous findings after the Gulf War and 9/11 so they do not make
decisions that recreate the conditions their predecessors labored to correct.
The current fiscal problems and declining projected budgets make it
imperative for the United State Government to ensure fiscal responsibility
through the effective, efficient employment of all its assets and resources.
While the intelligence and special operations budgets remain largely
unscathed in the current fiscal rigor moral, economic issues could force a
tightening of the budget for both organizations. Budget constraints could
result in a strengthening of partnerships out of necessity or lead to a fight
over the remaining scraps of funding. Although the second is a possibility,
all the leaders interviewed believe dwindling budgets would result in a closer
relationship.121
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9. Conclusion: Understanding the Past
and Appreciating Future Possibilities
When I became Chairman of SSCI in 2002, a little over a year after
9/11, the CIA and the military were at the very early stages of working
together in the global war on terrorism. It was evident there was a
learning curve for each organization as they adjusted to their own
roles in this conflict and adjusted to working together. Naturally,
there were some struggles. But during my time as Chairman of the
Committee, I saw the relationship improve and both organization
learned to complement each other in serving the interests of the
nation. – Senator Pat Roberts, January 2013

I

n his book A World of Becoming, William E. Connolly writes about
how different “forks” are generated whenever a “simple system faces a
new situation of disequilibrium.” The selection of one of the forks “affects
everything else that later emerges, without determining everything else in
a simple, linear way.”122 The evolution of the DOD/CIA relationship since
Desert Storm poses a non-linear conundrum similar to what Connolly is
describing. Although it is apparent that the CIA/DOD relationship has
grown over the last 20 years, it is difficult to segregate the variables that
enabled this change. Removing any of the contextual factors that influenced
the relationship over the last 20 years, such as prolonging the Cold War,
not establishing OMA, or even removing individual leaders, might have
had unforeseen yet significant effect on the relationship’s evolution and its
future trajectory.
Although identifying causality is difficult, historical appreciation of how
the CIA/DOD relationship has evolved provides lessons for both guiding
policy choices and appreciating the future course the relationship might take.
In his famous speech titled “What is History?”, the British Historian E.H.
Carr said that a historian “provides general guides for future action, which
though not specific predictions, are both valid and useful.”123 The economic
and strategic conditions of the post-Gulf War/end of the Cold War period
that helped shape the current CIA/DOD partnership offers valuable “guidelines” for today’s DOD and CIA leaders, as well as policymakers. Similar to
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the early 1990s, the United States is once again facing an economic downturn,
while undergoing a transitional period in national security affairs. After 11
years of fighting in the post-9/11 environment, the United States is suffering
from operational weariness and budgetary constraints.124 These realities are
forcing the United States to reassess its strategic focus and the manner in
which it prioritizes its national interests and employs its assets. Understanding how choices made under similar fiscal and national security conditions
affected the CIA/DOD relationship can provide a better appreciation for
how contemporary policy decisions might affect future CIA/DOD relations.
Organizational culture, institutional history and shared organizational
history shade the current interaction of any two organizations. These relationships are not static, but socially constructed through continuous interaction. The current condition of the relationship is contingent on choices and
interaction that preceded many of those within the current organization.
Similarly, the actions and choices made today will shape the organization
for those who follow. The contemporary relationship between the CIA and
DOD is not only contingent on bureaucratic actions taken in the early 1990s,
but on the subsequent operational history that shaped the partnership. In
the same vain, the choices made today and the actions taken tomorrow will
shape the future CIA/DOD relationship.
The policy and organizational decisions made in the early 1990s increased
communication and liaison partnerships between the CIA and DOD. The
foundation built in the early 1990s improved the relationship, but the lack
of operational necessity ensured the relationship would evolve slowly. The
whole of government response to 9/11 leveraged the foundation that was
established over the previous decade and quickly built upon the partnership.
The Afghanistan and Iraq wars provided real world purpose to expand the
CIA/DOD partnership, resulting in arguably the strongest relationship ever
between these two organizations.
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